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It has been asserted that the operations at the Nevada Proving

Ground particularly those in the spring series, 1953, have been

adverse to the national interest. The Ataxis Energy Commission and

the Department of Defense believe, to the contrary, that these

operations have well served the national interest.

The four test series of the past 2} years involving

detonations have speeded the weapons development program of this

nation hy at least one year and possibly two as compared with what

- would have been possible bad these tests been located at the Pacific

Proving Ground. The cost in dollars has been leas than that

of carrying on these operations in the Pacific, and the savings in

 

scientific manpowar have been invaluable.

The most recant series yielded results of the highest importance.

Five of the detonations advanced the thermomiclesry weapons program.

Of the remaining six, all were important to the improvement of standard

weapons. For example, ane confirmed a theary which is now being applied

to increasing the striking pow of the fissionable materials in our

weapons, Another proved-in the atomic warhead for large caliber

artillery projectiles, A third produced knowledge of the effects of

 



 

weapons which will lead to more efficient use af both tactical

and strategic atomic weapons should the need arise,

In short, enormous gaing in defensive power of the free world

have come from these tests.

The detonations have produced no substantial hazards to the public

health and safety. n the proving ground itself mone af the worlmen,

the scientists, engineers nor the troopa have com even close te

experiencing radiation sickness or blast injury. For the people

off-site there has been no reason to give serious sonsideration to

injury. The record of highest radiation exposures in populated areas

cutside the proving ground has been published in the AEC's 14th

Semianmial Report to Congress. It's analysis shows no hazard to health.

Livestock grazing in the immediate vicinity ef the proving ground

have suffered some nominal injury from radioactive fall-out. (Hare

supply the facts ef:are finally determined.) The Livestock herds and flocks

affected were in close-in areas where their grasing was a calculated

risk on the part of the owers. Nevertheless the AEC has moved to

compensate.(Here what the facts turn out to be.)

The tests have brought inconvenience to some industries and scientific

study enterprises whose products or operations are affected by increase

in the background radiation brought on by radioactive fall-out. The film

industry, hovevar. with AEC cooperation has learned to live with the
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increases in background radiation brought on temporarily by test

detonations, There have been no claims made for compensation.

In order to assure protection of the public healthand safety,

we have taken rigid precautions as to the character of the shots and

their timing to coincide with favorable meteorological conditions.

Quy view of the net effect of the testa on the national interest

is that they have greatly advanced ow military strangth; and have

not in any serious or even significant regard brought harm to persons

or property.
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